
Daikin Altherma  

Hybrid Heat Pump



Need a new  

heating system? But...

Need flexible 
domestic hot 
water solutions?

Looking for  
security?

Need to change 
current gas  
boiler fast?

Want high 
seasonal energy 
efficiency?

Need easy 
control?

Concerned about 
the environment?

Worried about 

running costs?

Trying to lower installation costs?



Why is the Daikin Altherma Hybrid the 

right solution for you?
Simply because it is a perfect combination of a heat pump 
from the European market leader and the most efficient gas 
condensing boiler.

2 heating sources

As it combines 2 heating sources (gas & electricity), it always chooses the most economic & efficient one and it is also the 
safest way of assuring heating and domestic hot water during severest winter conditions. 

Most efficient system

You can have up to 35% more efficiency with the Daikin Altherma Hybrid Heat Pump compared to your existing gas 
condensing boiler and save even up to 45% on the yearly running costs.  

GasAir +
Hybrid

Heating  

& hot water 

Easy replacement of existing gas boiler

The almost identical dimensions to the existing gas boilers, 
the quick  interconnections and smart design of the 
system allows you to easily replace your existing boiler and 
minimize installation time and costs.



Worried about running costs? 

The intelligent system of the 
Daikin Altherma Hybrid Heat Pump 
smartly chooses between the most 
economical mode for heating based 
on the actual outdoor temperature, 
energy prices and the internal heat 
load. This can be either heat pump or 
gas operation only or the 2 together 
(hybrid mode). This clever solution 
can result in an increase of up to 35% 
in efficiency and yearly savings of 
up to 45% for heating and domestic 
hot water compared to existing gas 
boilers! 
 

Trying to lower installation costs?
 
Then you’ve come to the right place! The Daikin Altherma Hybrid Heat Pump connects directly to the existing heating 
system, meaning there is no need to replace existing radiators (with Daikin Altherma Hybrid up to 80°C supply 
temperature are possible) and the pipe work. Moreover, the compact indoor unit has mostly the similar dimensions as 
existing systems, so there is no loss of space and no need for structural modifications. No demolitions, no dirt, just quick, 
easy and cost-effective installation!
 

Need to change the current gas boiler fast?

Believe it or not, with the Daikin Altherma Hybrid you can! With a standard back plate the indoor unit is easily mounted 
on the wall, and all you need is just some quick interconnections to attach the gas boiler. Additionally, the outdoor unit 
can be installed even after the winter. It’s easy, fast and effective for your comfort! 

Need to change 
current gas  
boiler fast?

Trying to lower installation costs?

Worried about 

running costs?
Hybrid operation
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up to + 35% efficiency  
(space heating) compared to condensing boiler



Did you know....
That up to about 75% of the heat 
produced by a heat pump is free of charge 
since it is drawn from the outside air?

Did you know...
That Daikin Altherma Hybrid Heat 

Pump operates perfectly even if the 
outdoor temperature is -25°C? 



Need flexible domestic hot water solutions? 

Due to a unique, patented heat exchanger solution the Daikin Altherma Hybrid Heat Pump has the most efficient 
instantaneous domestic hot water heating on the market. Thanks to direct heating of cold water, the Daikin Altherma 
Hybrid Heat Pump system brings an efficiency increase up to 35% over traditional gas condensing boilers. If this isn’t 
enough, our optional specially designed tank stores larger amount of hot water efficiently, while you also have the 
option to link the entire system to a solar array to further reduce heating costs and increase efficiency. 

 
Want high seasonal energy efficiency? 

Then the Daikin Altherma Hybrid Heat Pump is your optimal 
choice! The high modulation range lets the heat pump adapt itself 
to the current energy demand of the building, while the smart 
heating controller allows the unit to be perfectly tailored to the 
individual needs of you and your home. 
All these, combined with Daikin’s highly acclaimed inverter control, 
high efficiency heat pumps and solar connection possibilities 
deliver excellent Energy efficiency values at all relevant and 
important operation points, both outdoor- and water temperature 
throughout the whole year.

Need flexible 
domestic hot 

water solutions?

Want high 

seasonal energy 

efficiency?

Heat generatorsIn fact Daikin Altherma Hybrid Heat pumps reach one of the highest energy efficiency 
energy labels (A++) which is currently available on the market for classifying heating 
equipment.

From green to red (energy labels)

The principle is well-known from refrigerators, washing 
machines and TV sets: Devices and appliances are split into 
efficiency classes on a scale from A++ to G. Dark green (A++) 
represents the highest level of efficiency, dark red (G) the lowest.
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Did you know...
That the dimensions of the indoor 
unit are very similar to the ones of 
your existing boiler?

Did you know....
That the Daikin 
Altherma Hybrid Heat 
Pump can provide up 
to 35% more heating 
efficiency than 
traditional boilers?

Heat generators



 Looking for security? 

The system is based on 2 heating sources: gas & 
electricity, where the control always chooses the most 
efficient and economical one, but you can also run it fully 
in gas mode if you want to. 
With over 50 years of experience in heat pump 
technology and almost 300.000 Daikin Altherma units 
already installed, quality and reliable operation are 
guaranteed, even down to -25°C outside temperature.
 

Concerned about the environment? 

The Daikin Altherma Hybrid Heat Pump is for people, who 
want to live in a much more eco-friendly, energy efficient 
and cost conscious world. 
This unit combines our advanced heat pump technology 
with a new highly efficient gas condensing boiler to 
deliver complete climate control and domestic hot water 
in an eco-friendly and cost effective manner. Protecting 
the environment, while saving money in your pocket! 

Need easy control?  

With Daikin’s intuitive and modern controller the 
operation of the system will be an easy job for you! You 
can upload various languages to the controller, which 
also acts as a room thermostat and provides a clear 
presentation of the most important information related 
to the Daikin Altherma system. Take control of your home 
comfort! 

Did you know....
That almost 300 000 Daikin 
Althermas are already installed 
in Europe?

Looking for  

security?

Need easy control?

Concerned about 

the environment?

Always in control, no matter where you are

 ʯ App control with Daikin’s online controller
 » to adjust a room’s temperature, the flow rate 
or operation mode from your smart phone, anytime 
and anywhere

 » to keep an eye on your energy consumption



Technical data

Daikin Altherma hybrid heat pump
Hybrid technology combining gas and air to water heat pump  
for heating and hot water.

Efficiency data EHYHBH/EHYHBX + EVLQ 05AV32 + 05CV3 08AV32 + 08CV3 08AV3 + 08CV3
Heating capacity Nom. /Outside temp: 2°C, Water temp: 35°C kW 4,4 / 4,81 7,40 / 7,68 7,40 / 7,68
Cooling capacity Nom. kW - 6,9 (1) / 5,4 (2)
Power input Heating Nom. / A2-W35 kW 1,13 / 0,54 2,01 / 1,58 2,01 / 1,58

Cooling Nom. kW - 2,01 (1) / 2,34 (2)
COP Outside temp: 2°C, Water temp: 35°C 4,41 4,24 4,24
EER - 3,42 (1) / 2,29 (2)
Domestic hot water 
heating
 

General Declared load profile XL XL XL
Average climate ηwh (water heating 

efficiency)
% 96 96 96

Water heating energy efficiency 
class A A A

Space heating
 

Average climate 
water outlet 55°C

General SCOP 3,28 3,24 3,29
ηs (Seasonal 
space heating 
efficiency)

%
128 127 129

Seasonal space 
heating eff. class A++ A++ A++

Note:  Nom.: Outside temp 7°C, Water temp: 35°C; Refrigerant Type: R410A, GWP: 2087,5; Cooling: Outside temp: 35°C (1) Water temp: 18°C; (2) Water temp: 7°C



Indoor Unit EHYHBH/EHYHBX 05AV32 08AV32 08AV3 EHYKOMB33AA2/3
Gas Consumption (G20) Min-Max m³/h - 0,78-3,39

Consumption (G25) Min-Max m³/h - 0,90-3,93
Consumption (G31) Min-Max m³/h - 0,30-1,29
Connection Diameter mm - 15

Central heating Heat input Qn  
(net calorific value)

Nom Min-Max kW
- 7,6 / 6,2 / 7,6-27 / 22,1 / 27

Output Pn at 80/60°C Min-Nom kW - 8,2 / 6,7 / 8,2-26,6 / 21,8 / 26,6
Efficiency Net calorific value % - 98 / 107
Operation range Min/Max °C - 15/80

Domestic hot water Output Min-Nom kW - 7,6-32,7
Water flow Rate Nom l/min - 9,0 / 15,0
Operation range Min/Max °C - 40/65

Supply air Connection mm - 100
Concentric - Yes

Flue gas Connection mm - 60
Casing Colour White White - RAL9010

Material Precoated sheet metal Precoated sheet metal
Dimensions Unit HeightxWidthxDepth mm 902x450x164 820x-x490x270
Weight Unit kg 30 31,2 36
Power supply Phase/Frequency/Voltage Hz/V - 1~/50/230
Electrical power 
consumption

Max, W - 55
Standby W - 2

Operation range Heating Ambient Min,~Max, °C -25~25 -
Water side Min,~Max, °C 25~55 -

Cooling Ambient Min,~Max, °CDB -~- 10~43 -
Water side Min,~Max, °C -~- 5~22 -

Notes
-

For water circuit central heating, safety 
valve: refer to EHYHB*

Outdoor Unit EVLQ 05CV3 08CV3
Dimensions Unit HeightxWidthxDepth mm 735x832x307
Weight Unit kg 54 56
Compressor Quantity 1

Type Hermetically sealed swing compressor
Operation range Heating Min,~Max, °CWB -25~25
Refrigerant Charge TCO2eq/kg 3,0 / 1,5 3,3 / 1,6
Sound power level Heating Nom, dBA 61 62
Sound pressure level Heating Nom, dBA 48 49
Power supply Name/Phase/Frequency/Voltage Hz/V V3/1~/50/230



How do heat pumps work?

We will tell you a secret. Heat pumps do not actually generate heat. They move heat from 
one place to another. An important property of heat is that it naturally flows from location 
with high temperature to a location with lower temperature. By means of small amount of 
energy heat pumps transfer heat from the ambient air into your home. 

And how does it get into your home?

It’s quite simple actually. Once heat is taken from the ambient air it is pumped into coils 
(similar to those you can see on the back of your fridge) filled with refrigerant (heat 
conducting fluid) which then bring it inside.  

How does Daikin Altherma Hybrid heat pump work?

For heating, the Daikin Altherma Hybrid Heat Pump combines air-to-water heat pump 
technology with gas condensing boiler technology. To deliver more efficiency and provide 
major cost savings, the system chooses the optimal operation mode taking into account 
energy costs (electricity, gas), heat pump efficiency and heat requirements. For domestic 
hot water, it optimises the operation of the most efficient gas condensing boiler.  

How do condensing boilers work? 

Condensing boiler technology converts the fuel used into usable heat, virtually without loss. 
This is good both for the environment and your wallet, since lower energy consumption 
means lower heating costs, less use of energy resources and a reduction in CO

2
 emissions.

Frequently Asked  

Questions Heat pump

Condensing boiler

Hybrid



All units in this leaflet operate with R410A refrigerant - they contain fluorinated greenhouse gases. Refrigerant leakage contributes to climate change. Refrigerant with lower global warming 

potential (GWP) would contribute less to global warming than a refrigerant with higher GWP, if leaked to the atmosphere. These appliances contain a refrigerant fluid with a GWP equal to 2087,5 in 

case of R410A. This means that if 1 kg of this refrigerant fluid would be leaked to the atmosphere, the impact on global warming would be 2088 higher than 1 kg of CO
2
, over a period of 100 years. 

Never try to interfere with the refrigerant circuit yourself or disassemble the product yourself and always ask a professional.

It's all about A!
New energy labels for heat 
generators and water heaters.

A++

A
For all models and sizes of 
Daikin Altherma Hybrid

DAIKIN AIRCONDITIONING CENTRAL EUROPE HandelsgmbH
campus 21, Europaring F12/402, A – 2345 Brunn/Gebirge, Tel.: +43 / 22 36 / 3 25 57-0, Fax: +43 / 22 36 / 3 25 57-900, e-mail: office@daikin.at, www.daikin.bg

The present publication is drawn up by way of information only and does not constitute an offer binding upon Daikin 

Europe N.V. Daikin Europe N.V. has compiled the content of this publication to the best of its knowledge.  

No express or implied warranty is given for the completeness, accuracy, reliability or fitness for particular purpose of 

its content and the products and services presented therein. Specifications are subject to change without prior notice. 

Daikin Europe N.V. explicitly rejects any liability for any direct or indirect damage, in the broadest sense, arising from or 

related to the use and/or interpretation of this publication. All content is copyrighted by Daikin Europe N.V. 

Daikin Altherma Hybrid leaflet 2017-2018 | Version April 2017  
We reserve the right for printing errors and model changes

Daikin Europe N.V. participates in the Eurovent Certification 

programme for Liquid Chilling Packages (LCP), Air handling units 

(AHU) and Fan coil units (FCU), Check ongoing validity of certificate 

online: www.eurovent-certification.com or using:  

www.certiflash.com 

Daikin products are distributed by:

XL


